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A cold day in Brands starts the year
CHAMPIONSHIP
CALENDAR
2017
Brands Hatch Winter
Stages

20 Jan

South Downs Stages
Goodwood

10 Feb

Bovington Stages
Bovington

03 Mar

Horiba D’ISIS
Coventry

28 Apr

Corinium Stages
Down Ampney

05 May

TSH Stages
Portreath

19/20
May

CAR-nival Stages
Abingdon

10 Jun

Weathersfield Stages

09
Sept

Challenger Stages

18 Nov

Bovington
Rockingham Stages

2/3
Dec

Please note that dates are
for guidance only. Please
check with organisers for
confirmation

SEE CLUB
WEBSITES
FOR MORE
INFO ON
EVENTS

Its 2018 and I hope you have
all made your new years
resolutions. This years 2018
Hamilton’s Classic Rally
Championship is well and
truly underway with an
exciting year ahead of us. As
you can see there have been
a few event changes this
year in the hope of keeping
Steve getting in some practice for his pilots license.
it slightly more centralised
Photo courtesy of SMJ Photography)
so as to give competitors
the chance to compete
more rounds with less extra weather (and the new MSA regulations) to compete
expenses such as fuel and
in the MSJ Winter Stages. Now I must admit I am
accommodation.
not a big fan of the cold and so I didn’t get to walk
around the pits much to catch up with everyone,
So not that I’ve finished
planting 100 daffodils in my my average travel distance was from the car in to
the service wagon, or if the situation was dire
front garden (it’s a Welsh
enough (or the desire not to leave a wet patch in
thing when you live in
Steve’s car was) then I occasionally braved the
England - it drives the
horrendous Arctic Challenge of trekking to the
neighbours nuts just as the
toilets (they were at least 100m from the service
Six nations kicks off) I
barge!!!)
though I would write up a
quick bulletin to get the year The icy start as well as the damp conditions (and
started.
occasional rain downpour) meant that the debate
over tyres was quickly answered and the question
Once again Brands hatch
of traction could be decided by a flip of the coin (I
was a bitter place to be in
the middle of January but we would say the spin of a coin but in fairness I think
the only thing spinning was the rally car, eh
did see championship
contenders out to brave the Steve! :) )

In Class A we saw Matt and Suze Endean swap
seats this year (yes Suze I am aware that women can drive rally cars really well...so please
don’t beat me up anymore). Suze and Matt
seemed to have an uneventful day with Suze
giving the competition a run for their money
and even overtaking some - as was quickly
pointed out to me at that awards. Talking of
which to give you some idea of the stress I get
put under running the championship this was a
text conversation I endured from what was
then an unknown number
“is this Paul”
“yes this is Paul. Who is this?”
“I can seeeeeee you!!!”
“that’s scary!”
“that’s it look around!!”
I tell you folks at that point I expected to see
the Chucky Doll with a cleaver in its hand come
charging across the room. Thankfully it wasn't
quite that bas but merely Suze Endean picking
on the frail and elderly!
Class B saw the return of championship regulars Charles Johnston and Kieran Hogben, as
with everyone else Charles reports that most
of his day was being distracted by the weather
and was suffering the battle to try and choose
the right tyres. In fairness there is no perfect
tyre choice for Brands in January, just grab the
wets, take a guess at the pressure then strap in
and enjoy the ride!
For Class C that was exactly what Steve’s plan
was and in fairness it worked quite well. Steve
has a new plan for this year, after thinking the
intercom was knackered it turns out we had
the helmet leads back to front so now we can
hear each other much more Clearly, which I am
not so sure is a good thing as he will now truly
get the full crisp punishment of my singing on
the stages rather that it being a weak crackly

transmission. Steve, as always, gave it his
all and we were putting in a good fight
throughout the day. He hasn't told me what
he got for Christmas but I’m pretty sure its
flying lessons as he was determined to take
off going down to the jump. Whilst we got
some impressive air time there was the slight
problem that we didn't have enough tarmac
time to stop for the sharp square left just after
the landing and so after impressing the
spectators with our impressive jump we then
treated them to a 360 spin as we tried to take
the turn on the handbrake!

Class C also saw the return of the Dynamic
Duo of Dave Hockaday and Steve Frost. At he
drivers briefing Dave was telling me they had
taken the most of the previous year out so as to
build a new and even meaner mean machine to
kick ass on the stages. Sadly for them the crank
sensor wasn't feeling quite as mean as they
wanted it to be and it had its own plan to fight
the cold weather by overheating and then giving
up which left them stranded on stage for five
minutes as they tried various, hopefully sanitary,
methods to cool it down. Sadly it was not to be
their day and they’re off back to the drawing
board to look at Plan B!
Class D saw a new entrant to the championship
- Pete Wilkins, being driven by veteran codriver (veteran as in an extensive CV of
experience at co-driving and nothing else before anyone comes after my head - such as
Suze and Alicia!) Caroline Brampton. I’m sorry I
didn't get to catch up with you both and
hopefully I will soon. Looking at the overall
times it appears Peter and Caroline ha a stage
maximum on SS1 (at least I presume that’s what

+

the green
symbol next to their time means)
but after that their times were fairly consistent
and competitive so it looks like they had a
steady run.
I wont be competing at Goodwood which is the
next round of the championship but I am hoping
to take a ride down to spectate and catch up on
the gossip so hopefully I will see some of you
then. As always the championship is only a
competition if we get plenty of entries to make
it a challenge so please encourage your friends
to enter. Before I go there are also a couple of
announcements to be made:

1. The championship awards for 2017 are
taking place at the Brooklands Museum
on February 4th 2017. Entry is normally
free if you let them know that you are
here fore the championship awards. Steve
tells me that the awards will kick off at
2pm. If you are not coming, or if you
have not received an award from the 2016
championship please let me know - I have
more awards for other people in my study
than I have of my own!
2. As of March the intention is for me to
hand over the reins of the championship
to two new gentleman. It would be nice
to see support for them in this brave undertaking so please get your entries in.
Ok well that’s enough from me for this bulletin
folks look after yourselves and I hope to see
you all soon.
Cheers
Paul
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